Assignment 10

The due date for submitting this assignment has passed. As our records you have not submitted this assignment.

1. Who is the narrator of the novel "Temarid History"? 1 point
   - Damodaran Azeez
   - Geethika Pavul
   - Unknown
   - M. C. Joseph
   - None, the writer is unknown

2. Who has described the novel as a "Consolatory art" who had kept watch against the emptiness of their lives but never succumbed to it? 1 point
   - Veluthuyil Payyil
   - Mety Moll
   - Damodaran Azeez
   - None, the writer is known
   - Accepted Answer: Unknown

3. The original title of "Temarid History" in Tamil is ________. 1 point
   - Griy Puyandram Kethu
   - Griy Praveenatham Kethu
   - Griy Puyandram Kethu
   - Accepted Answer: Griy Praveenatham Kethu
   - None, the writer is known

4. Who went ahead to cut the "Temarid tree" following Dhulayth's death? 1 point
   - Chasram
   - Kautilya
   - Acceptance
   - None, the writer is known
   - Accepted Answer: Chasram

5. Which character in the story started to cry after seeing a football match, and ordered to send a ball for each player? 1 point
   - M. C. Joseph
   - Dollo Kari
   - Dhulayth
   - None, the writer is known
   - Accepted Answer: Dollo Kari

6. "Temarid History" was written under the pen name of ________. 1 point
   - Keralapuri
   - Dhulayth
   - Phanipra
   - None, the writer is known
   - Accepted Answer: Dhulayth

7. What is the incident that the narrator points out when he explains, "...incredible transformation, perhaps magnificent, perhaps terrifying..."? 1 point
   - Cutting down of Ceylonese trees
   - Falling of the "Temarid tree"
   - Transformation of "Temarid" tree
   - None, the writer is known
   - Accepted Answer: Cutting down of Ceylonese trees

8. Who converted the auction on "Temarid" tree pods and took the profit of 17? 1 point
   - None, the writer is known
   - Accepted Answer: "Temarid" tree

9. Who can be compared to the Lady of Sharrt, as an object of male gaze even after death? 1 point
   - M. C. Joseph
   - Dhulayth
   - Keralapuri
   - None, the writer is known
   - Accepted Answer: Keralapuri

10. "It looked just like _________ with hair like a plait of onion and eyes that clouded over" What does it refer to? 1 point
    - None, the writer is known
    - Accepted Answer: "Temarid" tree
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